Genome replication programs are highly orchestrated. In this issue, Koren and colleagues leverage whole-genome sequencing data to discover that DNA replication timing patterns differ between individuals and are associated with genetic variants. These so-called rtQTLs represent a new form of quantitative trait loci that may influence gene dosage and mutational frequency and provide mechanistic insights into the regulation of DNA replication.
Genome replication programs are highly orchestrated. In this issue, Koren and colleagues leverage whole-genome sequencing data to discover that DNA replication timing patterns differ between individuals and are associated with genetic variants. These so-called rtQTLs represent a new form of quantitative trait loci that may influence gene dosage and mutational frequency and provide mechanistic insights into the regulation of DNA replication.
DNA replication, the process of producing two identical replicas from one DNA template, is the basis for biological inheritance in all living organisms. Over 60 years ago, early techniques of radiolabeling were used to determine that most DNA synthesis occurred in a restricted period of the cell cycle, now termed the ''S'' phase for ''synthesis.'' The observation that the inactive X chromosome in female placental mammals was late replicating and corresponded to the hypercondensed ''Barr body'' indicated that the timing of DNA replication is locusspecific and functionally important. Replication origin usage also varies across cell differentiation programs and is strongly correlated with three-dimensional chromosomal architecture within the nucleus (Ryba et al., 2010) . Notably, the replication timing program is also highly unstable in human cancers and associated with increased translocation and somatic mutation rates (Mé chali et al., 2013) . However, we still know relatively little regarding the specific mechanisms orchestrating the replication timing program across the genomes of higher eukaryotes.
It has recently been shown that patterns of replication timing can be inferred from comparing the ratios of read depths obtained from S phase cells to G1 phase cells, with sites of earlier replication exhibiting greater sequence coverage in S phase cells (Van der Aa et al., 2013; Koren et al., 2012) . While global replication timing profiles were highly correlated across six individual cell lines they previously examined (Koren et al., 2012 In this issue of Cell, Koren et al. take a large step forward from their earlier work, leveraging whole-genome sequencing data from 161 individuals sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project to examine variation in DNA replication timing in humans (Koren et al., 2014) . They demonstrate that variation in sequencing coverage across chromosomes from proliferating lymphoblastoid cells is correlated with previous estimates of replication timing and thus reflects active DNA replication ( Figure 1A ). Koren et al. then identified and, as importantly, validated by replication, 16 cis replication timing quantitative trait loci (rtQTLs) associated with either the loss/gain of a replication origin ( Figure 1B) , variable usage or activation timing of a replication origin ( Figure 1C ), or variable replication initiation zone lengths ( Figure 1D ). Remarkably, these 20 kb haplotypes are associated with replication timing variation up to 2 Mb away. These rtQTLs are also correlated with the expression levels of transcripts up to hundreds of kilobases away, with individuals with earlier DNA replication having higher mRNA expression levels nearby. Lastly, the authors identify and discuss a notable association between alleles that predispose to JAK2 mutations, commonly implicated in hematological malignancies, and pronounced replication. Early replication at this site occurs in the opposite direction of JAK2 transcription, suggesting that its fragility might be enhanced by collisions between the replication and transcription machinery.
The authors also identified 17 putative trans associations but discarded them because they were likely artifactual associations due to population structure. Future work incorporating larger sample sizes and correcting for population structure using principal component analysis or linear mixed models may allow us to better assess whether trans-acting polymorphic genetic factors are involved in coordinating replication timing.
The novel approach of Koren et al. (2014) of inferring replication timing and origins directly from whole-genome sequence coverage of proliferating cells offers researchers the opportunity to investigate many unanswered questions without the need for isolating cells in specific stages or labeling newly synthesized nucleotides. To the extent that the corresponding genome sequences derive from proliferating cells, this approach may be readily extendable to shotgun genome sequences currently available, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE), and The GenotypeTissue Expression project (GTEx), to examine the relevance of DNA replication timing variation in cancer, functional regulatory elements throughout the genome, and gene regulation across tissues. For instance, previous work has demonstrated that replication origin activity is associated with open chromatin structure and correlated globally with gene expression across a genome (Hiratani et al., 2008) . Koren et al. observed enrichment of rtQTLs within enhancers active in lymphoblastoid cell lines and mRNA expression QTLs (eQTLs) and speculate that these rtQTLs could alter chromatin structure or DNA sequences bound by factors involved in replication initiation. As such, next steps should include examining the relationships between rtQTLs and DNaseI hypersensitivity QTLs, histone modification QTLs, and nucleosome positioning as potential mechanisms underlying these cis-acting associations. Furthermore, as with other genetic determinants of molecular functionality, it will be interesting to explore the extent to which rtQTLs are global, tissue-specific, population-specific, or temporal at different stages of development.
Koren et al. here identify a striking relationship between shotgun genome sequence coverage and replication timing and exploit this relationship to define a new type of QTL. These rtQTLs can potentially elucidate mechanisms connecting common variants associated with complex phenotypes, such as human disease and drug response, with intermediate phenotypes, such as mRNA expression levels and chromatin accessibility states. Given the previously known relationship between replication timing and increased mutational rates (Koren et al., 2012; Stamatoyannopoulos et al., 2009) , rtQTLs could also affect the probability of somatic mutations at specific loci involved in human disease and cancer susceptibility, such as in the authors' JAK2 example; therefore, quantifying DNA replication timing in association with mutation rate could address what proportion of mutation load is because of differential replication origin usage or efficiency. More generally, future work examining the factors involved in regulating replication timing could allow us to better understand the causes and consequences of mutation rate variation throughout the genome. Lastly, in addition to facilitating the identification of the causal variants underlying rtQTLs and other molecular QTLs, genome editing approaches such as CRISPR/Cas9 may allow us to examine the molecular consequences of directly manipulating replication timing in proliferating cells. 
